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The Impact of the User Experience (UX) on the Quality of
the Requirements Elicitation
Arwa Y. Aleryani
arwa.aleryani@gmail.com
Abstract
The present study aims to examine the
advantages of the user experience (UX) and its
impact on raising the efficiency of the systems
analyst to understand the requirements of the
user
correctly
and
accurately.
The
requirements elicitation techniques have been
studied, and the reasons behind the failure of
software projects have been investigated. It
was obvious that despite there are many
requirements elicitation techniques, the
misunderstanding of user requirements is still
one of the main reasons for the failure of
software projects. The literature studies did not
show the implementation of the user
experience technique when conduct the
elicitation requirements process. On the other
hand, the benefits of user experience (UX)
have been discussed in terms of reducing the
gap between what the user needs and what the
business analyst understands. The current
study comes up to the importance of UX and
recommends it to be implemented from the
early stage of requirements elicitation in order
to eliminate the gap between the business
analyst and the system users and get an
effective result with less cost and time.

Keywords: User Experience (UX), User
Requirements,
Techniques.

Requirement

Elicitation

1. Introduction
Nowadays, and due to the higher arise and
awareness of clients' understanding of the
features of technology, they started to ask for
higher demands from the systems and
applications. Completing a certain task or
accomplish a certain goal is not the only
required, but also how to use the
system/software and provide a positive
experience. However, the analysis of users'

affective reaction with the system has got little
attention in the requirements elicitation [1].
Requirements engineering is recognized as the
first stage of the process of software
engineering and it is considered to be the main
activity in developing software. One of the top
reasons for software project failure is the
confounding requirements that have been
obtained. Nonetheless, for the rest of the
software development process, a good
understanding of requirements technology is
essential [2]. Requirements elicitation is all
about gathering and understanding the desires
of users and project owners with the ultimate
aim of communicating these needs to the
system developers [3]. There are many
techniques and methods for requirements
elicitation, for example; interviews, scenarios,
and
questionnaires,
workshops,
agile
methodologies, brainstorming, modeling,
prototyping, and questionnaires, JAD,
laddering, and repository grid and more.
Regardless of what development project is,
requirements elicitation almost takes place in
the context of human contact with the system.
It is essential for the business analyst to study
how users perceive, understand, and express
the problem domain, how they interact with
the system, and how the physical and cultural
environments affect their actions [4]. One of
the main reasons why software projects fail is
during the elicitation stage of requirements [5].
The misunderstanding requirements have been
recorded as one of the top reasons for software
project failure. Indeed, well understanding of
requirements engineering is essential to the
rest of the software development process [2].
On the other hand, user experience (UX)
transfers focus to humans and emotions more
than the systems and applications. Research
shows that UX has not been included in all
software projects. The development teams are

1
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still unable to include user experience in their
traditional.
In the current research, the author is
wondering, why the top reason behind the
software
project
failure
is
the
misunderstanding of the user requirements,
despite all these elicitation techniques. The
researcher aims in this study to introduce the
user experience (UX) method and define its
features and characteristics in understanding
the user’s needs more, to be an essential
method to reduce the gap between
understanding the systems analyst of the
requirements and the user expectations from
the project.
The structure of the current research is
organized as below. Part 2 is the literature
studies. It contents five sections, requirements
engineering Process, requirements elicitation
techniques, pros and cons of traditional
elicitation techniques, the causes of
requirement elicitation failure, and user
experience (UX). Following that part 3 which
is the research methodology, it contents the
research problem, aim and questions. Part 4 is
the discussion and part 5 is the conclusion.
The paper ends with a call for future study to
get a better understanding of the benefits of
using UX.

2. Literature Studies
2.1 Requirements Engineering Process
Requirement Engineering is the process of
defining, documenting and maintaining the
requirements. It is a process of gathering and
defining service provided by the system.
Requirements engineering process has the
following main activities: requirements
elicitation,
requirements
specification
requirements verification and validation,
requirements management [2].
2.2 Requirements elicitation techniques
Requirements elicitation is the practice of
researching and discovering the requirements
of a system from users, customers, and other
stakeholders. On the other hand, requirements
elicitation techniques focus on identifying the
functional and non -functional requirements

for software such as functionality and usability
of a system as well as its maintainability,
reliability and other aspects. Such aspects as
emotions and feelings required by interaction
with software were not considered during the
requirements elicitation process.
The process of eliciting requirements,
including
selecting
which
techniques,
approach, or tools, depends on a large number
of factors. Instance, the type of system being
developed, the stage of the project, and the
application domain to name just a few. The
fact is that, due to the relative strengths and
weaknesses of each method and the type of
information they provide, the reality is that in
almost all projects a combination of several
different techniques will be necessary to
achieve a successful result [3].
Many researchers studied the requirements
elicitation techniques, they aimed to get a
better understanding of these techniques.
Pacheco, et al. [5] conducted a systematic
review of relevant literature on requirements
elicitation strategies from 1993 to 2015. They
aimed to answer two research questions: First
question was “Which mature techniques are
currently used for eliciting software
requirements?” The second question was
“Which mature techniques improve the
elicitation effectiveness?". The research results
showed that the most used techniques, within
the group of traditional techniques, are
interviews, scenarios, and questionnaires.
Concerning the group techniques, workshops
stand out among all techniques, while the goalbased approach is highlighted from the
modeling techniques category. On the other
hand, regard to the second question, the result
showed the techniques that have demonstrated
their effectiveness are interviews, scenarios,
workshops, focus groups, agile methodologies,
brainstorming, modeling, prototyping, and
questionnaires.
Tiwari et al. [6] developed in 2012 a
framework to select elicitation techniques for a
given software project based on the alignment
of the project's contextual information and the
elicitation techniques. They mentioned
traditional techniques set that was including
Interview, Questionnaire, Data gathered from
the existing system, and Survey. On the other
hand, they mentioned a set of Collaborative
Techniques
such
as
Focus
Group,
2
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Brainstorming, JAD, Prototyping, Workshop,
Storyboarding, Models, Use cases/Scenarios.
The third set was Cognitive Techniques such
as Document Analysis, Card sorting, Protocol
analysis, Laddering, and Repository grid.
Finally, the fourth set that was including
Observational Techniques such as Observation
and Ethnography/Social analysis. The authors
aimed to establish a proposed framework by
using illustrative examples to show how the
framework uses the contextual knowledge of
the software being developed to select useful
requirement elicitation techniques. The results
showed that each elicitation technique has a
predefined set of specific and unique
situational characteristics and a context of their
application. They also presented some
situational characteristics that can commonly
occur in any domain of software development.
They provided three examples of projects to
guide the user to select an elicitation technique
for the requirement elicitation process. In 2017
Tiwari, et. al [7] presented useful insights into
the feature of different types of requirements
elicitation techniques. They ensured that the
requirement elicitation process is highly
influenced by three parameters namely people
characteristics, involved processes, and the
project attributes. Each elicitation technique
has a predefined set of specific and unique
characteristics and their context of the
application. They presented an approach to
select a number of requirement elicitation
techniques for an optimum result in the
requirement elicitation process.

However, they indicated that these techniques
were hardly applied in practice as the available
empirical and comparative evaluations are
inadequate to direct the software trade on
which technique is better. The authors
employed the evaluation criteria that were into
two groups; Terms of information collection,
and Quality of feedback information. The
selected techniques were Brainstorming,
Workshops, Prototyping, Joint application
development
(JAD),
Group
work,
Ethnography, Introspection, User scenarios.
The study resulted that each technique has its
strengths and weaknesses, the factors software
engineers should weigh when selecting
appropriate techniques for requirement
elicitation. Wellsandt and his co-authors [10]
made a comparison between eight techniques
used in requirements elicitation. The selected
techniques were Questionnaire, Interview,
User report, On-Site Customer, Field
observation, Apprenticing, Product-embedded
sensors, Complaints management. The
techniques were evaluated according to six
qualitative principles with a focus on the terms
of information collection and the qualities of
that information. The results illustrated there is
no recommendation when to use a certain
technique.

Dieste et al. [8] collected information about
the maturity of techniques used to elicit
requirements. They analyzed the results of
different empirical studies from the literature.
Their paper gave some recommendations
related to the selection of techniques against
different situations to get the best possible
outcomes. The structured interviews were the
most effective technique under some
conditions because of their complete and
accurate. In the other hand, Okesola and the
co-authors [9] emphasized that the quality of
elicited requirements is mostly influenced by
the elicitation techniques that have been used
to collect software requirements. They
discussed many elicitation techniques have
been presented in requirement engineering.

Each technique that has been used to gather
user requirements has its pros and cons. Many
research has been discussed the techniques
pros and cons [11], [12], [13], it could be
summarized under the below section.

2.3 Pros and Cons of traditional elicitation
techniques

Interviewing stakeholders and users is often
the first point of call when gathering
requirements for projects. Despite it is easier
to arrange a session with one person than a
group, the system analysts miss out on people
argue the ideas off one another in a group
session. On the other hand, the focus group
method typically includes around 6 to 12
people who represent the project's end-users or
customers, usually to gather research about
their views or perceptions towards a specific
concept, product or service. Although it is
geared towards understanding the real needs of
3
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the end-users, it takes a lot of logistics to find
the right people and get them in the same room
at the same time. In addition, this method
needs an experienced facilitator with expertise
either external-which costs money-, or an
internal member of staff. Without a facilitator,
there is the danger of the quieter participants
being covered out by those louder, also it can
be hard to coordinate stakeholder’s busy
schedules to get them together
Brainstorming, as a popular method for
generating ideas, especially in a group
environment. This normally takes place at the
beginning of a new project, with multiple
stakeholders involved to capture initial ideas.
Everyone is encouraged to contribute ideas
without fear of judgment at this early stage.
This will help system analysts to get a large
amount of information in a short space of time.
Again, there is a need for a good facilitator, or
the ideas could dry up, or go off on a tangent.
Another cons is the problem that may cause
overloaded information. The questionnaire
method is an effective way to gather data,
analyze and understand the perceptions and
opinions of a group of people. One of its pros
is the ability to get quick information from a
large database. In addition, the system analysts
can tailor the questions to different
stakeholders to address different business
objectives, which will save time from
attending meetings and recording the
information that must be doing in the other
methods. However, it has many disadvantages,
it can be time-consuming to design and write a
good survey, participation can be limited as
some of them may do not do it or put it in the
bottom of the to-do list.
Observation is the study of users in their
natural environment. It is a good method to
identify a process flow, awkward steps, pain
points and opportunities for improvement. But
observations are limited t regarding time. It
can be difficult to engage participants and gain
approval from their busy scheduling.
A prototype represents the heart of an actual
production application and is built early on in
the development lifecycle. It is normally used
to present a physical product to the end-user to
seek feedback and provide insight that will
determine the development of a product to
make it more suitable for their requirements.
One of the most pros of using this method is

getting real-time, in-depth user feedback. Also,
it is the only way to really test how people use
physical products. On the other hand, this
method is not y working for all projects, and it
can be very expensive and time-consuming.

2.4 The causes of requirement elicitation
failure
There are many causes behind the failure of
software projects; however, poorly elicited,
documented,
validated
and
managed
requirements make a huge contribution to the
failure of software projects. Software project
failures are always very expensive and risky
and these could even time be life-threatening
also [12], [13]. In fact, many previous
researchers have identified that 70% of the
requirements were difficult to identify and
54% were not clear and well organized [13].
As a result, most of the systems fail just
because of poor requirements elicitation
process [14].
Among the most common problems with
requirements elicitation process are those
described by Kamuni [15] as follow:
(1) Requirements do not reflect the actual
needs of the clients, (2) Requirements are
incomplete or incompatible with each other,
(3) Requirements are difficult and expensive to
update after the agreement has been reached,
(4) Clients, analysts, and software engineers,
have difficulties understanding each other to
get the exact requirement. On the other hand,
Discenza [12] lists seven of the causes of
project failure; one of them is the lack of user
involvement in requirement elicitation. In
addition, Hussain and others [13] spoke about
software development failure. They arrived at
the result that the success or failure of any
given software development project lays in
how the software requirements process was
preformed. The cost or the risks involved in a
poorly engineered requirements process are
big and sometimes difficult to fix.
Requirements elicitation stands as a bedrock
upon which the success of software projects
stands. The authors listed in their study that
inappropriate requirements elicitation practices
showed more than 43% of the reasons behind
software project failure.
Moreover, Guptaa [16] and his co-authors
concentrated on finding ‘projects failure
4
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factors and its taxonomy’. They found that
most of these failed projects were conducted in
the information technology (IT) sector. Most
of the causes of the projects' failure were poor
communication, incompetent project manager,
inadequate organization support, requirements
definitions are inadequate, lack of knowledge,
poor participation, hostile culture, etc.
2.5 User Experience (UX)
In most business systems, fun and enjoyment
are qualities only rarely called for in the
context of software products. Furthermore, not
everyone agrees, that user experience or users'
emotions should be introduced to software
design because there is a radical difference
between leisure and work. This was due to the
case that the system users were only the
employees. However, nowadays business
systems started to pay highly attention to fun
and enjoyment because their clients started to
interact with these systems. As more
companies understand the value of prioritizing
design to shape their companies for the future,
design thinking becomes gradually critical in
influential business strategy. Business-minded
people are learning and embracing the power
of design thinking while designers study
business instead of code. Therefore, UX
should not only be viewed as something that
can be evaluated after interaction with a
system but also before and during the
interaction. Further motivation to consider
human emotion in requirements elicitation
arises from the rapid growth of not only social
software but also the new environment of the
business systems and the competition of the
other systems that re-established on the
internet and that lead to allow the clients to
interact with the system.
User experience typically covers all aspects of
end-user interaction with the system or
product, including the action and emotions of a
person, and interactive with those systems [1].
It reveals the affective and positive aspects of
human-computer interaction, as well as the
expectation of the user’s ease of use and
device performance. User experience has a
number of glossaries to cover in order to
achieve the best result from UX, they are the
follows: Accessibility, Behavioural Science,
Best Practices, Brand Equity, Cognitive
Science, High Fidelity Prototypes, Low
Fidelity Prototypes, Information Architecture,

Mockups,
Prototypes,
Wireframes,
Multivariate Testing, Split testing, Surveys,
Usability, User Interface, User Pain, User
Testing, Visual Design [17].
Most of the benefits of UX have been listed
be Gray [18] for example:
1. Spending money on UX now saves
money later: Companies find that it is far
less expensive to prevent a problem or
usability issue from occurring in the first
place of the project life than to fix it later
with a redesign. In Roger Pressman's
book
Software
Engineering:
A
Practitioner's Approach, the author
further explains the business justification
of an early focus on UX: "For every
dollar spent to resolve a problem during
product design, $10 would be spent on
the same problem during development
and $100 or more if the problem had to
be solved after the product's release".
Therefore, every dollar spent in a good
understanding of user requirements
returns $10 to $100. While this may vary
from product to product, there is no better
argument [19].
2. Develop the right product from the start:
Using user experience from the starting
point can help the business analyst to
ensure that he is designing the right
product or software and provide insights
into how requirements should be formed.
Users’ interviews at the beginning of a
project can be the best way of
understanding and elicit user needs. Then
concept validation can confirm by
implemented the UX and provide the
right direction for the product. This can
save time and money by creating the justright product from the first time and
having the information to get an ideal
solution.
3. Increase Conversion: User research
which is one of the UX principles will
provide the business analyst real insights
for improving the conversion rates
(online purchases, registration, bookings,
etc.). UX can find out where users are
dropping out, frustrated, and where they
have trouble understanding the offerings.
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This ensures that UX does not only
improve this conversion ‘today' but gain
the knowledge to design more effective
solutions for ‘tomorrow’.
4. Improve self-service: Often clients prefer
self-service and it keeps them happy with
fewer calls to costly call centers. By
using UX in designing for these tasks will
ensure to reduce traffic to the call centers
and save costs [20].
5. User Experience is vital to Search Engine
Optimization (SEO): Search engines
admit the great user experience. Google
gives a rating to improve results, in this
case, the user experience is the main part
of users to evaluate the system.
6. Customer loyalty drive: Investing time
and resources into the user experience
will help build customer loyalty. It has
been proven to link between user
satisfaction and the recommendations of
the system to others.

3. Research methodology
This section describes the methodology and
research process. It also sets the research
problem, aim, and questions to be answered.
3.1 Research Methodology
A qualitative systematic literature review will
be performed to understand the causes behind
software project failure. Then the questions of
the research will be answered to achieve the
research aim.
3.2 Research Problem
Although there are a variety of requirements
elicitation techniques that some of them will
fit well in a specific project, the main reason
for project failure was still the poor
requirement elicitation. In this case, a vital
question should be asked which is “why?”.

3.3 Research Aim
This study aims to examine the advantages of
the user experience (UX) and its impact on
raising the efficiency of the systems analyst to
understand the requirements of the user
correctly and accurately.

3.4 Research Questions
The research has two questions to be
answered.
1. Why with a variety of requirements
elicitation techniques, the main reason for
project failure was still the weakness of
the requirements elicitation process?
2. What are the benefits of taking UX into
account as one of the requirements
elicitation techniques?

4. Discussion
Previous literary studies showed a large
number of elicitation techniques have been
developed to elicit user requirements, each of
which has its advantages and disadvantages.
No doubt, the business analyst finds it difficult
to deal with this huge amount of techniques
and tries to find the best ways to suit the
project being studied [9], [10]. In addition to
the large number of techniques, many cons
have been recorded for each technique as
indicated by [11], [12] and [13], which adds
consume time to system analysts to select the
proper techniques.
Although most of these projects have been
using a number of the well-known
requirements elicitation techniques, they were
still facing some kinds of failure due to poor
understanding of the user requirements. Where
the main cause of software projects' failure
was recorded as the weakness of the
requirements elicitation process, as declared
by Discenza and Forman [12], Hussain, et, al.
[13], and Khan, et, al. [14].
It has been noticed that most of the above
studies did not mention the UX as one of the
requirements elicitation techniques. On the
other hand, the UX studies did stress that UX
is the most powerful tool to elicit the small
interactive details needed for the success of the
requirement elicitation process as indicated by
Kharshiladze and Qingiu [1]. Stechyshyn [18].
UX has many benefits as listed by Gray [19].

6
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The only study has been found is Kharshiladze
Irma's study [1] that was wondering if UX is
counted in the requirements elicitation process.
Although the user requirements have been
moved from the traditional methods which
were titled "gathering information" to the
modern methods where users have been
involved in all requirements process under the
name of "requirement elicitation" process, the
full understanding of the user requirement has
still one of the causes of software projects fail.
This fact was recorded in many studies such as
[13], [14] and Guptaa [16]. The owners of the
business, especially in business organizations,
do not pay attention to the fun when the
employees using their systems more than
doing the tasks effectively. However, as the
business moved to the Web, clients entered as
a new party to interact with the system, and
that changed the owners' opinion regarding the
aspect of fun and enjoyment as well as easy to
use. Moreover, most of the new business
systems started to depend on the huge number
of interactions by users located in different
areas and places.
It is worth mentioning that the owners of the
systems aspire to get clients from different
places geographically and culturally so that
they can face the global competition. Hence
the interest in the issue of making the system
easier and more enjoyable and give the client
more attention has been taken into the account.
On the other hand, many systems started to be
developed depending on user satisfying during
their interaction with the systems. Examples of
these systems are the e-marketing, e-buying,
research websites, journals. Moreover, most of
the systems can only succeed with a well
understanding of user interactions with the
system, due to the many interactions required
by the user. An example of such systems is
electronic maps, e-buy, and e-marketing.
UX helps easily to divide the different
interactions into small interactions to get a
better understanding of the whole interaction
as said in Roth study [21]. All systems and
software aim to be used easily and effectively.
UX is considered as an extension of usability
as recorded by Rusu, et al.
[22], and
Hellweger et al. [23].

In the light of recent literature, all ensure that
UX design will continue to change companies
and the products they create, 2020 will see the
spread of design practices into all areas of
successful businesses. Emerson Schroeter
predicts five trends for 2020, that can be put
into action before the new decade begins:[24].
Instance, the continued evolution of
computational design and AI, the rise of the
business designer, the growing focus on
inclusive design, the increasing data and
design integration, and stronger demand for
specialized UX professionals. In addition,
John Maeda devoted an entire section of his
2019 Design in Tech Report to “addressing the
imbalance,” calling on the design world to
“solve for one, extend too many.” Maeda was
one of many that call for greater overlap
between UX design and universal design
(designing for accessibility and inclusion)
[24]. Moreover, Teixeira and Braga [25]
discuss the state of UX in 2020, they argued
that the companies do not want to have a
powerful system to achieve their goals only,
nowadays with the huge amount of data,
companies need also to protect their systems
from fake access or fake data submissions.
Every company, in one way or another, is
being forced to operate more carefully in order
to regain users’ trust and prevent the spread of
misinformation. That what the UX designers
should aware of and take care of when
designing the coming systems and products in
the year 2020.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the user experience is very
much concerned with the finer details of user
interaction [1] with the system and the
navigations it through different services and
multiple options. Moreover, user experience is
the most powerful tool to elicit the small
interactive details needed for the success of the
requirement elicitation process. Hence, the
user experience should be adopted as an
important tool in the development of
requirements. Moreover, the user experience
will greatly reduce the system analyzer’s
misunderstanding of the requirements and
reduce the gap between what the user wants
and what the system analyst understands. If the
user experience is used effectively and
properly, it can reduce the time required for
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the process of extraction and reduce the
number of tools used by the system analyst
with users, which takes a lot of time, effort and
money. It is obviously that develop the system
by using the UX technique with the user will
be more effective to understand the user’s
behaver more than estimating his behaver from
information gathering by the traditional
methods.
Regard the research’s first question; it can be
obvious that missing the understanding of user
real interaction with the system is the reason
behind the weakness of the requirements
elicitation process. Regard the second
question; the Literature Studies presented the
benefits of taking UX into account as one of
the requirements elicitation techniques to
understand the finer details of user interaction.
No doubt that some of the elicitation
techniques will be used along with UX,
however, UX should be the main technique to
reduce cost, time and efforts and get a better
understanding. One last point, systems and
software development is currently taking place
in a very interactive environment, and this
requires a large number of user interactions to
accomplish a huge number of tasks and daily
interactions, this cannot be done successfully
without the user experience that alone can
understand and document these interactions.

6. Research
Study

Limitation

and

Future

The research limitation is the lack of
comparison between projects of a similar
nature that were conducted using the user
experience with those that did not use this
technique. The researcher had no opportunity
to make this kind of comparison. Therefore,
the author suggests to the researchers who are
involved in the project development, to study
the results of the project that adopted the user
experience (UX) and examine achievement
and performance in terms of elicit user
requirements compared with the project which
did not use the user experience technique.
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ABSTRACT
This paper conducts a new context-aware clustered
routing approach for video transmission over
VANETs (CACVANET) that tries to make vehicles
communicate with each other using a context-aware
concept which is achieved by real-time monitoring
and exchanging relative velocity and distance. A
Context-Aware Cluster (CAC) of nodes is formed
based on the context of trajectory, relative velocity,
and distance between vehicles in the same trajectory
direction. It tries to guarantee long lifetime paths for
successful data and video transmission over
VANETs, which can be achieved by maximizing link
lifetime which leads to higher connectivity and Long
Lifetime neighbourhood (LLN). This paper
demonstrates the idea and modelling of CACVANET
approach with assumptions and scenarios of both
cases: with CAC concept and without CAC concept.
The implementation and evaluation of CACVANET
approach will be a future work of this study. Due to
the realistic nature of the CAC concept, we expect
that CACVANET approach will outperform
traditional protocols in terms of the most common
performance metrics such as energy consumption,
delay, and routing overhead.

KEYWORDS
VANETs, Link stability, Video Transmission,
Context-aware Clustering (CAC), Long Lifetime
Neighbourhood (LLN), CACVANET.

1 INTRODUCTION
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have
recently acquired significant research attention
since they provide the infrastructure for
developing new systems to enable real-time
communication between mobile nodes over
wireless links for vehicles, and enhance traffic
safety and efficiency.
Generally, VANETs are considered as an
emerging technology due to the variety of their
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applications in Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS)[2, 3]. These networks have used
to describe the autonomous and self-organizing
wireless communication network of mobile
nodes are mainly vehicles as shown in Figure 1.
By creating a vehicular network, each vehicle
can exchange information to inform drivers in
other vehicles about current status of traffic flow
or the existence of a dangerous situation[3-5].
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are a
collection of wireless mobile nodes that are
characterized by limited resources such as
bandwidth, storage, limited processors and
energy[2, 6]. In addition, high mobility is
considered a vital challenge of VANETs. Due to
high mobility of nodes, VANET topology
frequently changes which leads to high
communication and routing overhead for
exchanging new topology information. By
considering these characteristics, various
challenges are involved with respect to
communication issues such as a high link break,
a very high route discovery, and very low link
lifetime between nodes in VANETs.
Nodes in VANETs environment (vehicles) can
communicate with each other as servers and/or
clients for exchanging and sharing information.
They are more dynamic because they are usually
moving at a very high speed and changing their
position constantly. Their high mobility also
leads to a highly dynamic topology, while the
link conditions between vehicles change[7-9].
In light of recent developments in information
and communication technologies in the area of
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
specially in VANETs area, many researchers and
industry professionals have become attracted to
the new field which is called a context-aware
vehicular ad-hoc networks. Context-aware
technique as a new technique that introduces
developed solutions to overcome VANETs’
challenges by using contextual information such
10
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as velocity, channel status, temperature, GPS
coordinates, altitude, and weather, etc [10]. This
kind of information helps in describing situation
of the driving which is also referred to as driving
context information. All the context information
can be used by the routing protocols to increase
their performance[11, 12].
Clustering is a technique for gathering a set of
nodes (mobile gadgets, devices, automobiles,
etc.) inside a geographical area according to
specific rules (such as relative velocity). This
rules vary from one algorithm to another and,
therefore, are the crucial aspect in creating
dependable clusters[13]. Clustering can be used
to improve routing scalability and reliability in
VANETs, as it results in the distributed
formation of hierarchical network structures by
grouping vehicles together based on correlated
spatial distribution and relative velocity[13].
This paper conducts a new approach called
Context-Aware Clustered Routing for video
transmission over VANETs (CACVANET)
which is analyzed based on various VANETs’
scenarios to improve the performance of video
transmission over these networks based on the
concept of context-aware information such as
relative trajectory, relative velocity, and
distance. CACVANET uses context information
such as, vehicle mobility and relative mobility to
address the previous challenges. In this paper,
context-aware concept has been used with
considering each mobile node or vehicle in
VANET as a context-aware node by receiving
information of all neighbours and deciding the
subset of long Lifetime neighbours (LLN). LLN
have particular relative velocity and distance
with respect to each individual node.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the related work in contextaware and video transmission over VANETs.
Section 3 presents our proposed approach
CACVANET from the aspects of the context of
relative velocity and distance. Two scenarios
have been conducted based on applying
with/without our new approach. We compare
between the traditional scenario (without_CAC)
and Context-aware scenario (with_CAC).
Section 5 presents a basic evaluation for the
relationship of relative velocity and link stability
between two vehicles as a case study by deriving
other useful mathematical expressions. Section 4
introduces the algorithm of our approach

CAVNAET. Section 6 concludes the paper and
briefly presents our recommendations and future
work.

Figure 1. Network Communication in VANETs [1]

2 RELATED WORK
This section aims to explain the topic of this
paper. Thus, several relevant studies have been
reviewed to investigate general issues and
challenges related to vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs), starting from overview of VANETs
and context-aware over vehicular networks in
general. These issues included potential topics to
be considered as structure of the proposed
approach such as characteristics, applications,
and current challenges related to vehicular
networks. These topics should be taken into
consideration to enable the implementation of
highly efficient communication protocols for
VANETs networks, ad-hoc based routing in
VANETs, relative velocity parameter, link
stability challenge over VANETs and applying
the concept of context-aware over VANETs.
Furthermore, applying context-aware concept in
video transmission over VANET is introduced
by using Context-Aware Clustering (CAC)
technique.
Despite that researchers have achieved much
great progress on VANETs study, there are still
some challenges that need to be investigated and
solved
(e.g.,
communication,
security,
applications, stimulation, verification, services,
etc.)
[6],[8],[23].
By
considering
the
characteristics of high dynamic topology and
high mobility vehicles in VANETs, various
challenges and constraints have been involved
with respect to communication issues such as
high link break, very high route discovery, and
very low link lifetime between nodes [14-17].
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In particular, video transmission over vehicular
ad-hoc networks has been considered as a big
issue and difficult task, because of the huge
enrichment by video data of the quality of
experience recognized by a driver and
knowledge of the environment in many
applications such as emergency video calls, road
traffic conditions, tourist information, etc. It is
also due to the strict Quality of Service
requirements of video transmission [2, 3, 8, 1820].
The new area of context-aware systems has a
potential capability to promote VANET
applications, which make it attracted to many
automobile
industry
professionals
and
researchers recently. It is a new concept that can
contribute to develop solutions that can
overcome challenges of VANETs by using
contextual information. This kind of information
an significantly help in describing the situation
of driving which is also referred as driving
context information. Information can be defined
as position, direction, velocity, acceleration of a
vehicle, and traffic/weather information. All this
context information can be used by routing
protocols to increase their performance[10, 2124].
Video transmission has been considered as a
critical issue in VANETs. In recent years,
several related works about the high quality of
video transmission are introduced[3, 25-29].
Moreover, several protocols, approaches and
models are proposed for the enhancement of
video transmission over VANETs [3-5, 20, 3034]. Most of the proposed protocols, approaches
and models are performed for handling particular
problems or challenges that are related to video
transmission over VANETs. For example, to
solve the problem of high packet loss[28], to
consider recovery mechanism of erroneous
packets[4], to solve the problem of forwarding
video in a time-efficient manner over
VANET[26], and to maximize VANET lifetime
and to minimize routing overhead of the
network[3], to solve the problem of real-time
multi-view video streaming over VANETs as the
optimization problem[19]. Furthermore, they are
performed to solve Spurious Forwarding (SF)
problem while increasing packet delivery ratio
and reducing the
forwarding/destination
delay[35] and to select the best connected
routes[36]. Several previous related work about

video transmission over VANETs can be
summarized as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of related work of video
transmission over VANETs
Ref. No.
[36]

[26]

[4]

[3]

[28]

Contribution
An
adaptive
multipath
geographic
routing
An
improved
GPSR protocol
Enhanced User
Datagram
Protocol (EUDP)
Real
Neighbourhood
and
Relative
Velocity
(RNRV)
(Effective High
Quality
Video
Streaming
Protocol)

Challenge/problem
select best connected
routes

forwarding video in a
time-efficient
manner
over VANET
consider
recovery
mechanism of erroneous
packets
maximizing
the
VANETs’ lifetime and
minimizing
routing
overhead of the network
high packet loss

Note that the above presented studies did not
rely on the concept of context-aware to
overcome the particular problems and challenges
that related to video transmission over VANETs
such as, link lifetime break and routing overhead
in network.
Context-aware in VANETs is another area of
scientific research that is related to this study.
Most of related work in context-aware over
VANETs presented strategies, techniques and
schemas
that
improve
communication
performance in VANETs and handle related
challenges. For example, addressing broadcast
storm problem [37], examining consistency of
GPS information[38], avoiding redundancy
information generated by sharing data to
neighbour nodes[39], decreasing processing
energy needed and improving latency and
quality of decisions made [40] [11]. Moreover,
several researchers presented some particular
solutions that support security purposes such as,
classifying to distinguish whether a node is
malicious or not [10], checking trustworthy of
message and looking for a safe path to send this
message[41], evaluating security attacks over the
network[42], allowing more receivers to acquire
beacons useful for avoiding impending
12
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dangerous situations[6], and in the adjustment of
beaconing frequency to guarantee the operation
of safety applications[24]. Video transmission is
still considered a vital role in the future safety
and ease of our roads. Whereas, the major goal
of VANETs is the improvement and
development of the driver safety and to reduce
the rate of traffic death accidents and injuries by
implementing collision avoidance and warning
systems. However, all previous context-aware
based works in VANETs did not include the
evolution of video transmission when applying
and conducting their studies. Moreover, several
previous related work about context-aware over
VANETs are summarized as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of related work of context-aware
over VANETs
Ref. No.
[37]

[38]

[6, 10,
22, 41]

[43]

[44]
[11]

[24]

Contribution
a collaborative P2P
information
propagation scheme
A robust and reliable
mechanism
-SVM-based ContextAware Security
Framework (SVMCASE).
-A context-aware
trust-based
information
dissemination
framework
-A VANETs’
architecture
-Context-Aware
Network COded
REpetition
(CANCORE)

A novel context aware
data aggregation
technique (CADA)

-A context-aware
routing protocol is
proposed for hovering
information
-Quality of
Information (QoI) in
context-aware systems
a context aware
system CaSSaM,

Challenge/problem
broadcast storm
problem
examining
consistency of GPS
information
-classifying to
distinguish whether a
node is malicious or
not,
-checking
trustworthy of
message and looking
for a safe path to
send this message,
-evaluating security
attacks over the
network,
-allowing more
receivers to acquire
beacons useful for
avoiding impending
dangerous situations,
avoiding redundancy
information
generated by sharing
data to neighbor
nodes
decreasing the
processing energy
needed and
improving latency
and quality of
decisions made
combine information
in a decentralized
way and categorizing
scenario in which
VANET is operating.

3 CACVANET APROACH
This section presents the idea behind our new
approach called a Context-Aware Clustering
Video
transmission
over
VANETs
(CACVANET). Study of this paper has two
contributions. First: as per our knowledge from
our literature review, it is the first time that a
research proposes a context-aware clustered
routing approach for VANETs based on the
context of relative velocity and distance. Second:
and based on our literature review, it is the first
research that addresses the definition of Long
Lifetime Neighbourhood (LLN) in VANETs
based on the concept of Context-aware
Clustering.
In this paper, a new context-aware clustered
routing approach for video transmission over
VANETs (CACVANET) is proposed based on
the concept of relative velocity and distance.
CACVANET tries to enable vehicles
communicate with each other using a contextaware concept which is achieved by real-time
monitoring and exchanging relative velocity and
distance. CACVANET uses the context
information such as vehicle trajectory, relative
velocity, and distance to overcome high mobility
challenge. A Context-Aware Cluster (CAC) of
nodes is formed based on the context of relative
velocity and distance between vehicles in the
same trajectory direction. It tries to guarantee
long Lifetime paths for successful data and video
transmission over VANETs, which can be
achieved by maximizing link Lifetime and Long
Lifetime Neighborhood (LLN).
3.1 CACVANET Modeling with Assumptions
and Scenarios
Capitalize the first letter of each word. Use a
bold font.
In this section, an urban scenario has been
considered with an Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS), in which vehicles move in high
velocity and send/receive video packets from
other vehicles. Furthermore, it has been assumed
that R is transmission range. The whole area is
divided into trajectories (Ti, Ti+1, Ti+3, .. , Tm),
where i =0 to m. The trajectory’s number is
denoted by i and m is the number of trajectories
in the network. Each trajectory Ti contains set of
vehicles (vji , v(j+1)i , v(j+3)i, … , vki) where j=0 to k.
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Vehicle’s number is denoted by j and k is the
number of vehicles, which are shared the same
velocity Vn where n = 1, …, h. Velocity’s number
is denoted by n and h is the number of velocities
over VANET.
All scenarios have been involved in this study
are based on some assumptions as listed below:



R = 1000×1000 meters.
Number of trajectories in the network is 3
which are T0, T1, and T2.
 Each trajectory has a set of vehicles and
its velocity which is:
 T0= (v00, v10, v20, v30, v40, v50, v60, v70,
v80, v90).
 T1= (v01, v11, v21, v31, v41, v51, v61, v71,
v81, v91).
 T2= (v02, v12, v22, v32, v42, v52, v62, v72,
v82, v92).
 Velocity vehicles in T0 is V0 = 40 km/h
 Velocity vehicles in T1 is V1 = 80 km/h
 Velocity vehicles in T2 is V2 = 100
km/h
 T0, T1, T2 are moving at the same
direction.

This study supposed that the current vehicle vi
sends request/hello message to all vehicles in
network range R. This packet includes the
position of current sender vehicle P(xi, yi) of vi,
where i=0, …, m and m is the number of
vehicles in R, and Vi is the velocity of current
sender vehicle vi, where i=0, …, m and m is the
number of vehicles in R. The neighbor vehicle vj
sends a reply message that includes its position
P(xj, yj) and velocity Vj. In this case, the node
has to check if the current sender vehicle vi and
the neighbor vehicle vj are both in the same
communication rang R. So, the distance between
vehicles vi and vj has been calculated by
Equation 1 [3] as given below whereas these
vehicles can communicate only when D ≤ R:
(1)
Where Dij is the relative distance between
vehicles vi and vj respectively based on their
positions P(xi, yi) and P(xj, yj).
According to this scenario, two cases are
considered for the velocities of these moving
vehicles and for each case link availability
probability between vehicles; these cases are
subjected to D ≤ R:


3.1.1

Traditional Scenario (without CAC)

Traditional scenario has been conducted without
CAC in which all previous assumptions are
applied. It was supposed that VANET network
all vehicles are moving with different velocities
in one trajectory T0 as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Traditional scenario (without CAC)



Case 1: When both vehicles are moving
in same direction with the same velocity
Vi = Vj, and a link is available between
them for a lifetime t1.
Case 2: this case deals with any vehicle
that has a velocity greater than the other
vehicle Vi = βVj where β is a constant ∊
(1, 3). The two vehicles are moving in
same direction and suddenly the link is
broken between them after a lifetime t2.

Mathematically, relative velocity is defined
as the vector difference between velocities of
two bodies [45]. In VANETs, relative
velocity
can be applied between two
randomly picked vehicles (vi current vehicle
and vj neighbor vehicle) at angle Ɵ as shown
in Figure 3. In this paper, Cosine Rule is
followed as given in Equation 2 to calculate
relative velocity [45]:
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vi
Vij
Ɵ

vj

Figure 3. Relative Velocity Vij

(2)

To overcome the previous challenge, this study
proposed a Context-aware scenario which is a
developed scenario with using context-aware
concept to create a Context-Aware Cluster
(CAC) as shown in Figure 4 that can improve
link lifetime between vehicles and generally the
performance of VANETs. Context-aware
concept has been represented with considering
each vehicle in VANET is a context-aware node
which receives information of all neighbors and
determines a subset of long Lifetime neighbors
(LLN). These long lifetime neighbors have
particular relative velocity and distance with
respect to each neighbor node.

Where
is the relative velocity of vehicle vi
with respect to vehicle vj, where is the velocity
of vehicle vi and is the velocity of vehicle vj.
Based on Ɵ in Equation 2, there are three cases:






Case 1 (Ɵ ≠ 0 or 1800): In this case,
vehicles are moving in different
directions with different velocity.
Case 2 (Ɵ = 0): In this case, vehicles are
moving in same direction with the same
velocity.
Case 3 (Ɵ = 1800): In this case, vehicles
are moving in the opposite direction with
the same velocity.

According to that, case 2 has been selected in
this paper with less difference in relative velocity
because case 2 supports the idea behind of the
research
point
of
this
study
by
estimation/maintaining
duration
of
link
connectivity for a long time.
3.1.2 Context-aware scenario (with CAC)
Regardless the mobility of each vehicle in
the traditional scenario, all vehicles send and
receive video packets from each other. However,
high mobility change of vehicles and multiple
trajectories in the network are crucial problem
that specifically affects link lifetime between
vehicles and generally the performance of
VANET network. In this case, relative velocity
of vehicles is an efficient parameter in VANET
network which inversely proportional to link
lifetime as proved in this paper (Section 5).

Figure 4. Context-aware scenario (with CAC)

4 THE ALGORITHM OF CAVANET
APPROACH
As well as previous assumptions, and as a
generalization of the case study mentioned in
Section 5, and the flowchart shown in Figure 5,
the whole area in the network is divided into
groups Gi, Gi+1, Gi+3, .. , Gl , where i=1 and l
is the number of groups in the network. So, steps
of the developed scenario is assumed as follows:
Step 1: the current vehicle vi sends request/hello
message to all vehicles in network range R (this
packet includes the position of current sender
vehicle P(xi, yi) of vi, and the velocity of current
sender vehicle Vi of vi.
Step 2: neighbor vehicle vj sends reply message
that includes its position P(xj, yj) and velocity
Vj.
Step 3: the distance Dij between two vehicles vi
and vj has been calculated by equation (3) to
check if both vehicles are in the same
15
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communication rang R as mentioned previously
in Section 3:
- if Dij ≤ R then continue to next step.

on relative velocity Vij as follows:
1. G1 → V1 → T1: where S1 ϵ [- λS1, + λS1], λ
= 0.1 and 0 < S1 ≤ 10 m/s,

Step 4: check the velocities of vi and vj, then
three groups (G1, G2, G3) are created based on
three cases in which each group is related to
specific range of velocity:

if (Vij=S1) then link vehicles vi and vj as T1, or:

1. G1 → V1: if (Vi ≈ V1 & Vj ≈ V1), then add
vehicles vi and vj to G1, where V1 ϵ [- ƞV1, +
ƞV1], ƞ=0.1 and V1= 100 km/h, or

if (Vij = S2) then link vehicles vi and vj as T2,
or:

2. G2 → V2: if (Vi ≈ V2 & Vj ≈ V2), then add
vehicles vi and vj to G2, where V2 ϵ [- ƞV2, +
ƞV2], ƞ=0.1 and V2= 80 km/h, or
3. G3 → V3: if (Vi ≈ V3 & Vj ≈ V3), then add
vehicles vi and vj to G3, where V3 ϵ [- ƞV3, +
ƞV3], ƞ=0.1 and V1= 40 km/h.

2. G2 → V2 → T2: where S2 ϵ [- λS2, + λS2], λ
= 0.1 and 10 < S2 ≤ 20 m/s,

3. G3 → V3 → T1: where S3 ϵ [- λS3, + λS3], λ
= 0.1 and 20 < S1 ≤ 30 m/s,
if (Vij=S3) then link vehicles vi and vj as T3,
then move to next step.
Step 6: start communication between vehicles
and transmission video.

Step 5: Each group links its vehicles to each
other which are combined into trajectories based

Figure 5. CAVANET Algorithm
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5 Long Lifetime Neighbourhood Area (Case
Study: Two Vehicles)
Based on the scenarios of CACVANET
modeling mentioned in Section 3, this section
presents a basic evaluation for the relationship of
relative velocity and link stability between two
vehicles by deriving other useful mathematical
expressions. Approach modeling should be
considered to affect the routing stability factors,
improve link stability, and further improve link
lifetime [46]. Link stability in VANETs indicates
to long link connectivity between vehicles and it
depends on some factors, such as relative
distance between vehicles. Accordingly, we can
estimate link stability in VANETs by using
relative velocity parameter with link lifetime. It
can be achieved by studying and analyzing the
behavior of relative velocity over the time of
stable/link based on Equation 3 [45]:

variable between 0 and 300 m/s. Results of this
paper are summarized and shown in Table 3.
As shown in Figure 6 and Table 3, results show
that the higher relative velocity between nodes
the less link lifetime and the higher probability
of losing link connectivity between nodes. In
other words, when values of relative velocity are
closed to 0, we can notice that the long link
lifetime between nodes is stable, which is shown
by the elliptical area shown in Figure 6.

Long Lifetime
Neighborhood
(LLN)

(3)
We considered that:
 Vij (meter/second) = relative velocity
between i node and j node, which is a
constant factor (0 > Vij > 300).
 Dij (meter) = relative distance between i node
and j node, which range (0 > Dij > 100).
 T (second) = time of stable/link.
From equation (3), we can derive T as shown on
Equation (4):
(4)
The time of link between two nodes T has been
calculated and analyzed at the value of relative
distance
is fixed and ranged between 0 and
100 m and the value of relative velocity
is

Figure 6. Relationship between time (T) and relative
velocity (V) – The area of Long Lifetime
Neighbourhood (LLN) at very low V

This area in Figure 6 can clearly prove our
definition of Long Lifetime Neighbourhood
(LLN), which is an operational definition
defined for the first time in this paper. According
to these results, and as a vital conclusion of this
paper, relative velocity can be considered as one
of the most critical factors to measure the
improvement of the link stability time and
communication between nodes in VANETs.
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Table 3. Analysis study on the relationship between
relative velocity and time (at
(meter/second) =
Random (1,100))
(meter/seconds)

T (seconds)
0.1 →

10

10

0.05 →

5

20

0.03 →

3.33

30

0.03 →

2.5

40

0.02 →

2

50

0.02→

1.67

60

0.01→

1.43

70

0.01 →

1.25

80

0.01→

1.11

90

0.01→

1

100

0.01→

0.91

110

0.01→

0.83

120

0.01→

0.77

130

0.01→

0.72

140

0.01→
0.01→

0.67

150

0.625

160

0.01→

0.59

170

0.01→

0.56

180

0.01→

0.53

190

0.01→

0.50

200

0.01→

0.48

210

0.01→

0.46

220

0.01→

0.43

230

0.01→

0.42

240

0.004→

0.4

250

0.01→

0.38

260

0.003→

0.37

270

6 CONCLUSION
This paper conducts a new Context-Aware
Clustered routing approach for video
transmission over VANETs (CACVANET) that
tries to make vehicles communicate with each
other using a context-aware concept which is
achieved by real-time monitoring and
exchanging of relative velocity and distance. The
paper demonstrates the idea and the modeling of
CACVANET approach with assumptions and
scenarios of both cases: with CAC concept and
without CAC concept. From the Modeling of
CACVANET with scenarios, it is clear that
relative velocity of vehicles is an efficient

parameter in VANET network which inversely
proportional to the link lifetime. The
implementation and evaluation of CACVANET
approach will be a future work of this paper. Due
to the realistic nature of the CAC concept, we
expect that CACVANET approach will
outperform traditional protocols in terms of the
most common performance metrics such as
energy consumption, delay, jitter, packet loss,
and routing overhead. In future work, traditional
VANET protocols such as AODV, DSR, OLSR,
and ZRP could be implemented and evaluated
with and without context-aware clustering
concept. Recommendation of this study are:
 Generalization of our approach to be more
scalable with several groups and transmit
the video packet between them using shared
nodes (multi-hop).
 Develop framework that represents our
solution to improve video transmission over
VANET.
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